RNPCS UPGRADE PROJECT - PROTOTYPE DESIGN

WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK

Complete a short online survey via MyNavy, the intranet or click here
Survey closes Wednesday 24 June

You said, we listened

FIT FOR OUR PEOPLE, FIT FOR OUR FUTURE

SHIRT

- New shirt design replaces old jacket style
- Shirt zip replaced with buttons
- Additional adjustments on cuffs
- Chest pockets removed to make shirt cooler in hot weather
- Epaulettes on shoulders allow identification of rank or rate from almost any perspective
- Velcro mounted name tally and ensign are easily removed to protect identity - allows for quick changeover of badges when replacing shirt

TROUSER

- Additional waist adjustments
- Reduced crotch depth for better fit
- Reinforcement patch removed to make trousers cooler
- Internal wallet pocket on the rear
- Removed bottom leg ties
- Redesigned internal side pockets to prevent small objects falling out

New high-tech fabric
Improved cut
Increased size range
Cooler and more comfortable